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JPMorgan Chase and company had taken the decision to make its holding as far as mortgage
securities are concerned almost triple. They do not even have any guaranteed from the government
of United State Of America of up to 72 billion dollars as some of the biggest banks of the country
that are on bet from the side of the borrowers who may not even be from the country which they
consider to be their own home

In the ending of the year 2010 that is the last four month of the year, the investments had gone by
8.4 billion dollars which was 52.8 billion dollars that point of time which was earlier 19 billion this
year. This data was given as for the purpose of regulation a few weeks ago. The bank now has
been making addition of the debts that is from outside The United State of America that is also
inclusive of bonds that are tied to United Kingdom, mortgages from the Dutch, Securities and
Exchange Commission filings offered by New York which was based on the show of JPMorgan.

Jim Leonard. Who is an analyst with Morningstar Inc. in Chicago, he also covers the debts on the
banks had to say that it is important that from the place where they think that they are going to be
safe, they get more benefits from those arrears only. He also added that mortgage bonds that got a
bad name in the year 1930 as they were considered to be the main reason for the financial slump at
that time, it would be unfair to consider them the same now as they were paid in full. Scared of
increased household bills apply with same day loans no credit check @
http://www.samedayloansnocreditcheck.me.uk/ and get needed cash for your expenses.

Jamie Dimon, Chief Executive Officer, JPMorgan said that the economic growth of the United
Kingdom cam towards zero because of the securities, for the continuous three year this year also
the Dutch property market was also on a low as well as in addition to this the leaders of the Europe
was trying to root out the sovereign debt crisis of the region. Brad Golding, Managing Director,
Christofferson, Robb and company, added that the banks are enjoying the benefits as the lenders
who had been bailed-out for example ING Group NV as well as Royal Bank of Scotland Group Plc
were forced to enter into contract. He also added that all the big banks are very clear that they want
to bring a shrink in their balance sheets.
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